
Jimmy Mack
Medical Intuitive, Spiritual Life Coach and Creator of My Liquid Fish™

Change made simple™

Jimmy Mack believes that all change begins and ends with us working on ourselves

and that everything is energy. He has the ability, and he teaches others, how to get a

clear answer on whether our energetic frequency is vibrating at a YES or a NO when

testing out a specific statement of belief. Once we have that information, we then have

a direction to create change. The real power is not in asking the question, it’s in the

ability to actually change beliefs by shifting the energy and Jimmy has developed and

teaches this proven technological method for creating change made simple called My

Liquid Fish™.

Jimmy is available for guest speaking engagements including radio, podcast and

telesummit interviews as well as live presentations.



CONTACT INFORMATION

Main Contact: info@jimmymackhealing.com

Mobile: (727) 678-0557 Eastern Time  | Landline: (727) 223-3155 Eastern Time

Support Contact: Sandy Bidinger support@jimmymackhealing.com (727)-490-9322

Websites: https://jimmymackhealing.com | https://jimmymackhealingshop.com

Facebook Page | YouTube Channel | The Jimmy Mack Healing Show Archives

MARKETING TOOLS

Standard Free Gift Optin - The My Liquid Fish™ Online Starter Kit (valued at $80)

Customizable Landing Page: https://www.jimmymackhealing.com/freekit/

Description: Learning this divinely given fast and easy technique and integrating it into

your existing clearing/releasing routine or healing practice can profoundly increase the

positive results you will achieve as a change seeker, spiritual intuitive or healing

practitioner by reversing and clearing belief patterns AND you can actually SEE and

FEEL the changes on the spot using applied kinesiology. Your kit includes special audio,

video and written instructions for learning and using the MLF symbol directly from

Jimmy.  

Hidden download page

Headshot for download:

http://www.jimmymackhealing.com/wp-content/uploads/2017/12/JMack-headshot-blue.jpg
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MARKETING REACH

Facebook – Over 46K friends & fans

Email list – 3900 and growing

Twitter – Over 3K followers

LinkedIn – Over 500 connections

YouTube – Over 1400 subscribers and growing

QUICK BIOGRAPHY

Jimmy Mack is a renowned medical intuitive and spiritual life coach who has taken,

completed and even mastered a variety of healing modalities. After a near death

experience, he was divinely shown and then developed a simpler way to create healing

and profound transformational changes faster now known as My Liquid Fish™ Change

made simple™. He is the author of 9 books, over 30 energetic clearing and healing

audio MP3’s on a variety of self-improvement topics, he offers a Mastery & Practitioner

Certification Program and he hosted a weekly radio show called The Jimmy Mack

Healing Show for over 5 years.  Jimmy works worldwide with clients in person, on the

phone and over Skype accessing energetic powers and co-creating changes that they

can actually feel.

OFFICIAL BIOGRAPHY

Jimmy Mack is a renowned medical intuitive and spiritual life coach who has had

decades of working with clients and pets around the globe on a wide range of

challenges, diseases, and disorders. He has practiced a variety of modalities over many

years including: Reiki Master; Psychic Development courses; Remote Viewing;

Ascension with the Monks; ThetaHealing®; Access Consciousness®; Reconnective
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Healing®, and various courses in The Yuen Method®. He is also a Certified Practitioner

in Matrix Energetics® and a Certified Shaman with a Doctorate in Divinity. After a

near-death experience (NDE) in ICU changed his life forever, Jimmy is now gifted with

the increased ability to read people’s energy fields and access outer realms and

frequencies.  He was divinely shown and then developed a simpler way to create

healing and profound transformational changes now known as My Liquid Fish™

Change made simple™.  He’s melded all these experiences and what he considers “the

best of the best” into what he now practices and teaches to clients and practitioners

worldwide in person, on the phone and over Skype accessing energetic powers and

co-creating changes that you can actually feel. He is the author of 9 books, over 30

energetic clearing and healing audio MP3’s on a variety of self-improvement topics as

well as hosting a weekly radio show called The Jimmy Mack Healing Show for over 5

years.

EXTENDED BIOGRAPHY

Jimmy Mack underwent an operation several years ago and ended up in the Intensive

Care Unit for several days. His life was on the edge - it was a coin toss, touch and go

for awhile, and could have gone either way. During those three life-altering days in the

ICU, Jimmy saw colorful portals like the images he uses on his website and book

covers, sights and sounds and beings not of this world in blazing detail. What he

experienced, what he was shown and the gifts he was given during his own health

crisis, changed his life forever.

Jimmy has long been fascinated with psychic phenomena, astrology, numerology etc.

He graduated from The University Of South Florida with a BA degree, but not before

discovering spiritualist churches and realizing that he wanted to learn more.

As a result of his NDE event, Jimmy became more in touch with himself and with God.

He's been "reconnected" and is more intuitive than ever before. He found that the real

power was not in being intuitive and predicting people, places and things, but in

actually assisting them in changing outcomes and creating shifts that were previously
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considered impossible. Jimmy realized that nothing is by chance, except the fact that he

was given a second chance and shown how to greatly enhance his abilities to

spiritually and energetically heal himself and help others heal as well. As a result of

seeing, hearing, feeling and basking in the great beyond off and on for nearly three

days, Jimmy was given the power and gifts to bring the ethereal rain.

He continues to work on himself and others who are searching for relief and life

improvement. He not only has a real passion and drive for helping people achieve their

goals and experience comfort, relief, and real life changes, but he is always eternally

grateful for real results as documented with the hundreds of testimonials received.

Jimmy has authored 9 books including The Tackle Box which offers simple and detailed

instructions for how to use his recently developed technological method for creating

profound change called My Liquid Fish™ Change made simple™. Additionally, Jimmy

teaches this method to his clients who use it to experience energetic shifts remarkably

fast and he also offers a My Liquid Fish™ Change made simple™ Mastery Certification

and Practitioner Certification program.

ACCREDITATIONS & AFFILIATIONS

● Certified Practitioner of Matrix Energetics®, Levels 1, 2, 3 (Wizard Training) as

well as Level 4 Self Mastery training with founder Richard Bartlett

● Certified as an Advanced ThetaHealing® Practitioner completing Basic, DNA

Advanced ThetaHealing® as well as Manifestation and Abundance training

● Certified Shamanic Healer

● Attuned to Reiki Levels 1, 2 and 3 as a Master

● Completed Ascension, and has been "reconnected" at Levels, I, II and III in

Reconnective Healing®

● Access Consciousness® Bars Practitioner

● Yuen Method® Practitioner

● PhD in Metaphysics and Doctorate in Divinity
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ThetaHealing® and www.thetahealing.com are registered trademarks & he is listed as

an Advanced ThetaHealing® Practitioner under the state of Florida in their directory.

The Reconnection, Reconnective Healing®, Dr. Eric Pearl, are also registered

trademarks and he is listed as a Practitioner of Level 1,2 and 3. Matrix Energetics®, and

Dr. Richard Bartlett are all registered trademarks and he is listed as a Certified

Practitioner. He's a member of The Circle Of Healers, The International Natural Healers

Association, The American Association Of Healers & ordained w/the

non-denominational Healing Ministry, Universal Light Church.

NOTEWORTHY ASSOCIATIONS

Jimmy has personally worked with Rev. Michael Beckwith from the movie The Secret

and had a session with over 400 live parishioners and thousands more via livestream

at Agape International in LA. Additionally he has worked with Ken Seeley, the founder

of Intervention 911, and an interventionist on the A&E network's show Intervention as

well as Alisha Killebrew the medium/psychic who appeared on the Bravo television

series The Real Housewives of Beverly Hills. He has also worked with Gregory Marra,

who specializes in tribute pieces in honor of our military. He is known as “America's

Sculptor” as featured in Time Magazine. Jimmy is a contributing author in a book

featuring Bob Proctor, also from the movie The Secret, and Dr. Maria Nemeth entitled

Take Action Now!

SAMPLE INTERVIEW QUESTIONS

1) What brought you into the spiritual healing arena?

2) What various methods and techniques did you learn along the way?

3) Tell us about your near death experience.

4) Tell us how the My Liquid Fish™ Change made simple™ technique came to you?
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5) What types of challenges do you typically work on with clients?

6) In which areas do you typically have the most success?

7) Can anyone learn to do what you do?

8) What's next for you?

9) What would you advise every listener to do or be or read about?

10) What is your greatest joy in all of this?

11) How do folks get in touch with you?

LISTENER TAKEAWAYS AND TALKING POINTS

● Discover the quickest, least expensive form of energetic healing that can create

profound changes in every aspect of your life.

● Realize that all change begins and ends with working on ourselves and that

everything is energy.

● When we can get a clear answer of whether our energetic frequency is vibrating

at a yes or a no, we then have a direction to create change.

● That the REAL power is not in the intuition or even asking the question, it's in

the ability to actually CHANGE and actually FEEL the shift in energy yourself.

● We can come to a place, where even physical, emotional, and spiritual

challenges can be released and we can return to a place of neutrality.

● Know that we can change/influence the energy of any negative issue that came

upon quickly and it can be resolved & changed into a positive state just as fast.

● Learn about "the three jumps" that are mandatory for you to begin with prior to

working with My Liquid Fish™ and changing anything.

● Learn why simply "fishing" for just minutes each and every day is essential

self-care and energetic hygiene that can keep your frequency aligned and clear.
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● Hear how perceiving that the best is yet to come and having more play, fun and

entertainment is essential for making forward progress in your life.

● Feel excited that there is a simpler way and that you do have the possibility of

having it all - being grounded and feeling fabulous about your life.

2016-2020 HOSTED LIVE WEEKLY RADIO SHOW WITH SPECIAL GUESTS

Watch and listen to over 200 replays in the archives here:

https://thejimmymackhealingshow.com/

PREVIOUS TELESUMMIT & RADIO SHOW APPEARANCES

Click to hear Radio Show Highlights & Recordings

"I've heard some amazing stories and I've seen it in my own life, actually just playing with this

silently on your computer you will see shifts in your abundance. In our own You Wealth

Revolution and what we've been doing, we have used this to see some big increases in

people just coming into our world and into the programs. It's pretty amazing. And the one

experiment that I did, it literally happened within a few moments of playing "The Gold Coin"

activation. I want to share that everyone is going to be different, but that was just a pretty

interesting thing about that. Jimmy goes through hundreds and hundreds of clearings but like he

says, they can be attached to very very distant, discordant, frequencies, ideas and belief

systems so you could be pulling up through one belief system - thousands. So take a look at

Jimmy Mack's work, it's so unique and amazing." - Darius Barazandeh (Testimonial transcript

from Darius' video)

May 2021/Nov/April 2020/2019 - You Wealth Revolution - host Darius Barazandeh

2021/Sept/June/Feb 2020 - The Cari Murphy Show - host Cari Murphy

April 2021/Nov 2020 - Practical Magic Series - hosts Michelle Lee & Megan Camille
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2021/2020/2019/2018 - Soul Talk Radio - host Patty Malek

September 2020 - The Global Gathering - host Dipal Shah

Oct/May 2020/August 2019 - The Alara Canfield Show - host Alara Canfield

March 2020 - Wisdom of the Ancients - host Ian Shelley

February 2020/May 2019 - Quantum Transformations - host Lauren Galey

January 2020 - Dare to be Authentic - host Mari Mitchell

July 2019 - The Transformation Show - host Durva Ghandi *requested by listeners

June/Oct 2019 - Jazz Up Your Life - host Judy Anderson *requested by listeners

March 2019 - Set Yourself Free - host Karen Uppal

2015/2016 - The Sheila Gale Show - host Sheila Gale (2 appearances)

Other notables: Law of Attraction Radio w/host Jewels Johnson; Financial

Consciousness Summit w/host Dana Williams; Joy Generator Summit w/host Natalie

Rose; Your Divine Uniqueness w/host Moncef Afkin (2015/2020);

Conversations with Marla Martenson Ongoing video series on YouTube

Spiritual Insights Radio - Ongoing quarterly guest, dozens of archived shows

Full YouTube playlist of archived shows

BOOKS AUTHORED - Visit the book shop here

The Practitioner's Handbook (exclusively in the Certification Program) (Published 2017)

The Dowser’s Handbook:Pendulums, Muscle Testing & Applied Kinesiology(Published

2017)
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Healing A-Z: The Words That Can Heal Body, Mind and Spirit (Published 2016)

Spiritual Healing Techniques: Essential Methods for Creating a Healthier Life

(Published 2016)

Advanced Deep Sea Fishing (Published 2015)

The Tackle Box: My Liquid Fish™ Change made simple™ (Published 2015)

Take Action Now! Co-authors Bob Proctor & Maria Nemeth (Published 2014)

Tell the Fish: 365 Daily Affirmations and Inspirations (Published 2013)

How to Heal Yourself and Others Now: Intuitive Healing w/ Applied Spirituality

(2013)

SIGNATURE PRODUCTS

MyBeliefWorks™ Audio MP3/PDF Series: A library of over 30 titles with hundreds of

done-for-you energetic downloads to clear negative weakness and strengthen positive

belief statements. Clearings on 4 main levels, DNA, Core, History & Soul in addition to

known/unknown, named/unnamed levels including parallel universes, parallel

dimensions & other worlds. Each specific topic is a minimum 30 minute recording with

over 100 statements of belief that come directly from divine guidance and the positive

energetic belief is encoded & downloaded into each recording using My Liquid Fish™

The key to the MyBeliefWorks™ series is that Jimmy has done all the fishing for you, so

you need not fish unless you want to. The purpose of the mp3s is to create enough

energy and wave so that things change for you while you listen.

MySwitchWorks Monthly Clearing Events: These live calls are unique in that you have

the benefit of tapping into a multitude of issues that our participants with truly

insightful comments have submitted for the group each month on a different topic.
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We compile that list of dozens of write-ins and one by one, Jimmy clears them ALL

together during the live calls and brings in additional pieces from Spirit in the moment

of reading each item that really expand on things and cover the clearings in a much

deeper way.  The replays of all calls are available for purchase in the shop.

CERTIFICATION PROGRAM

My Liquid Fish™ Change made simple™ Mastery & Practitioner Certification: The Level

I Mastery online course is for anyone who is familiar with or new to “fishing” and is

ready to dive into the deep end & get results that are beyond the ordinary! It’s a

work-at-your own pace course that will teach you and clear you at the same time.

You’ll also be working with Jimmy personally over the phone as a part of your final

Certification tests. If you're a healing practitioner who wants to master this technique in

depth and add it into your own practice, you can upgrade and complete Level II

Practitioner Certification.

LISTENER TESTIMONIALS - View more here

“Wow! Hi Jimmy, You are amazing! I just finished listening to you with Charlotte Spicer.

I am so grateful for and intrigued by the information and clearings you shared. I look

forward to hearing more!!! Thank you! “ - M.A./ Canada

"Why do I swoon/head gets full of swirling energy while tracing the liquid fish In my

mind's eye? I just heard you a couple nights ago on Quantum Conversations with

Lauren. Unfortunately I was in the shower while listening and almost fell down a few

times....lol. First time I reacted so profoundly to any healing modality and have dabbled

in many. You are fantastic....thanks for sharing. I have been "drawing" liquid fish on my

horses that have body issues today." - Annette P.

“Dear Jimmy, I heard your healing session on the Spiritual Insights with Charlotte

Spicer. I have to tell you that you touched my heart. You are so kind and funny! You had
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me in tears as I heard the emotions of the callers. Thank you! Charlotte's show is my

favorite because she picks wonderful people like yourself to enrich people's lives. God

Bless You! - R.H. /Florida

“Hello! Oh my Gosh....just listened to your podcast with Charlotte Spicer and I am truly

amazed! I love your humor and so amazed at your gifts, blessings and all your

positivity!! It's kinda overwhelming but I will pursue your website to gather more

information! It was such a wonderful and enjoyable podcast and made my day! Thank

you!” - M. M.

CLIENT TESTIMONIALS - View more here

“Working with Jimmy has been life changing. I have worked with many amazing

healers from all across the US and there is a reason I am continuing to choose Jimmy

over them. He is precise, efficient, deep, simple, effective and profound in his ability

to get to the core of things and create meaningful shifts in one’s life. I am so thankful

to have been guided to him and I highly recommend him. Also - his price is extremely

affordable for his work- extremely.  Thanks so much Jimmy!” ~ Michael Rabideau

"There are many special people in my life, family, friends and clients for which I am

very grateful, and then there is Mr. Jimmy Mack. Spirit flows and talks through Mr.

Mack with such ease and grace that no words are enough to describe it. During

these challenging times, the Coronavirus, stay at home orders, work stop, protests, a

word in turmoil, Mr. Mack has been my direct connection with divinity. My weekly 15

minutes with him are an oasis of the divine filled with calm, hope , health and belief in

better times ahead. In only 15 minutes, you come back into balance . Just trust the

Spirit that brought you here, book the sessions and your life journey will change for

the best! And the monthly prayers are absolutely working. The week I started the

program, we had business coming back!  Blessings to all!" - Lucia Prohor / New York
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“I just wanted to reach out to you and say THANK YOU for the opportunity to work

with Jimmy Mack on your telesummit!  I am SO excited to tell you that not only have I

received my freedom from past binding illnesses BUT I am now moving on to my

calling TO BE A HEALER!  Thank you, Thank you, Thank you!! “ - Mary Jo Montanye /

New York

"I always feel so uplifted and invincible, after we speak! Plus, having an action plan

to move forward with has been the missing link. I am so grateful to have you in my life,

as my guide and cheerleader! Many Blessings to you always." -Annie / Massachusetts

“I can't find the words to thank you and all who work with you enough!  Your work is

miraculous!! You have the biggest heart of anyone I have ever known! I am so VERY

grateful for all of your help and healing and your products. Much love and peace!”-

Gail

“I was really sick with respiratory problems with mild fever for several weeks, then I

had a private session with Jimmy. Magic happened. I told him about my symptoms. My

breathing was not normal. He went into treatment. In about a minute I was able to

breathe deeply and my voice became stronger instantly. Jimmy told me I had an

emotional blockage In my lung. For the next few days I had heat flashes several times

and my temperature became normal again. I feel soooooo much better.  My vitality is

back.

Another thing - I need to do major repairs with my condo. I was really perplexed as to

how I should pay for this. Mortgage loan?? Etc. I was listening to Jimmy’s abundance

MP3s and all of a sudden my boyfriend offered to pay for this and told me not to

worry about money. How great is that?!!! I am so grateful and thankful. Words cannot

express my gratitude.  Jimmy is a miracle.” - Helen from Japan
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“TRIPLE HEADER SUCCESS”

"Healing with Jimmy Mack is a Rewarding Delight. First I asked Jimmy to heal the

gum disease I had suffered with for years. Jimmy sent HEALING ENERGIES, then the

week after Jimmy’s session, I went in for my dental check up my dentist announced, no

more gum disease! In fact this is my best check up.

Second, I asked Jimmy to heal my hair that had been falling out in clumps for

months. Jimmy said I inherited this pattern from my paternal Grandfather. Jimmy sent

HEALING ENERGIES - IMMEDIATELY my hair stopped falling out.

Third, I lamented to Jimmy how I lost my job in March due to Coronavirus. I have

been applying since March for unemployment, but I had only sustained delays and

obstacles. I asked Jimmy to send Healing Energies to my Claim and within days my

claim miraculously was approved!  I received ALL retroactive pay due to me

$13,640. I was crying for 1/2 hour thinking how much I had suffered financially since

March.

When I asked JIMMY MACK For HELP...MIRACLES MANIFESTED. I am grateful

grateful for Jimmy. He is our angel on Earth helping us all." - Mimi M. / North Carolina

“I had an amazing session with Jimmy Mack that was like 20 years of counseling in an

hour. We cleared stuff with my abusive ex who vowed to bankrupt me and ruin my

credit. I tried to apply for a car loan but something he put on my credit 6 years ago

wouldn't allow me to get a loan. I tried to refinance and they told me I had to payoff

$14,000 and then $4,000 to clear my credit. I got on the phone again to try and resolve

this, a very frustrating experience on prior calls, but at the last minute I remembered

what Jimmy taught me. I hung up the phone and cleared this debt. It took being

transferred 20 times until I got to a person who told me the debt was cleared and I

didn't owe anything! It was amazing and renewed my faith in God who I believe had

forgotten me because my ex always seems to win." - May Lee / Hawaii
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“Before I met Jimmy I was given tons of advice from many people, very little of it made

a difference. Feeling like something was wrong and like I was on my own in dealing

with it. I became a very intense, “Don’t mess with me or get in my way, kind of guy.”

When Jimmy tried to make a difference he was dealt with by an asshole (me) telling

him, “Don’t tell me how to think!”. Over time he got through to me. I went from being

handed a fish here and there, to learning how to “FISH”. My entire life transformed.

I went from my circumstances having me, to me having them. I understand that to live

a big life means challenges and now I have power, freedom, and peace of mind in all

that I deal with.” - Jamie Limbaugh / Tampa

“Thank you Jimmy. Your work continues to help me trust that Spirit has my back and

that even when it seems like there are setbacks it’s actually the stars falling into

alignment on my behalf so I can achieve the perfect outcome. I’m learning patience

and to live in Spirit time without so much anxiety about the outcome as in the past......

just keeping on fishing and knowing “yes” means YES!! ” - Erica B. / Australia

"Hi Jimmy, I wanted to write & share my experience of my session with you   ~ and to

THANK YOU! After my friend raved about how amazing she felt at the end of her

appointment ~ I was left feeling not much at all and a bit ho hum at the end of my

appointment. However, being a powerful Healer myself ~ I know that feeling awesome

is not always the best indicator of a great appointment ~ so I stayed open & kept

asking for the miracles to show up.  WELL.... I may NOT have felt amazing but I would

have to say I had the most amazing results I have ever had from an appointment from

another Healer. Within 3 days ~ I found $45,000 I did not know I had ~ and a week

later a new $1000 client found me in the most interesting way ~ which had not

happened for years. So to say I am happy with my appointment with you Jimmy

would be an understatement! I am ecstatic I will definitely be in touch again should I

feel I want/need to go deeper. Thank you & richest blessings." - el Ma Ra / Australia
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“Dear Jimmy, I just wanted to thank you again for the work we did on Monday. It really

turned me around. I am myself again. The work that you do is so simple and therefore

can be deceptive. But it's really super potent and powerful and affects change.

Many many best wishes and bright sunny blessings.” - P.N. / New York

“I am most grateful for Jimmy Mack!!  For decades, I have worked with numerous

dozens of healing practitioners often working on the same issues over and over

...without a final resolution. When I ‘discovered’ Jimmy Mack, I dropped the 8 healers I

was then currently working with. He surpassed everyone’s capabilities and is truly

effective! Every healing session I have with Jimmy, I realize how fortunate I am. With

each healing/fishing session, I actually log and experience REAL PROGRESS REAL

IMPROVEMENTS in mine and my family’s lives. I am immensely grateful, fortunate, and

blessed.” - Mimi M./ North Carolina

“I found Jimmy at a time in my life when I needed a miracle. I was diagnosed with

Ovarian Cancer stage 4. I went from near death to completely cured in just one year.

Jimmy was a huge part of my healing from cancer. After just one session I realized I

needed to make Jimmy an integral part of my healing. Jimmy helped me identify and

clear any limiting beliefs, fear or doubt so that I could experience the clarity , focus and

peace of mind I needed in order to get my health back. Sessions with Jimmy helped to

drop my pain to zero, reduce and clear tumors, cleanse my body of toxins, and

transform any fear and doubt into inspiration and confidence. The best part of

working with Jimmy is results are quick and long lasting. I accomplished more in one

session with Jimmy than any other healing therapy I have experienced. Jimmy played

a huge part in creating the miracle of where I am today. He is truly gifted. I

wholeheartedly endorse and recommend Jimmy's work.“ - S.C./ Wisconsin

“If someone told me the profound and noticeable changes that would take place in my

life once I started working with Jimmy Mack, I would have laughed and said no way,

that’s impossible! In the week after we worked together for the first time, I began

noticing changes in the attitudes of people around me, shocking changes. The
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changes were smallish to begin with and they continued to grow and eventually my

dreams began to manifest in front of my eyes. Today, I am living in my brand new

home in paradise, less than a mile from the beautiful Gulf of Mexico, working at my

ideal job,I surround myself with wonderful people and in short, life is good. I am

spending more quality time with my son, I am enjoying ideal relationships, my life is

full of abundance and grace, I have perfect health with lots of energy, vitality and

stamina. On top of all this, I feel blissful and at ease. All of this, I owe to Jimmy Mack-

Thank you for making my life incredible and complete.” - A.S. /Florida

“THANK YOU so much for the amazing improvement in my energy level that happened

because of your recommendation and because of the Liquid Fish!!!! Absolutely amazing!

I deeply love the Liquid Fish. I have read the book and I work with the Liquid Fish

every single day - it is so much fun, it brings so much joy and I feel so grateful for

this gift!!! Sometimes the pure divine simplicity and the intensity of the energy by

simply drawing the fish is overwhelming…. Sorry, I don't have enough English words to

express my feelings, my joy, my gratitude….. Now I would really like to learn more and

go into it on a deeper level. Please let me know. Thank you so much.” - E. L. / Austria

“What can I say - I have done sooooo many different types of healings....you name it

- I've pretty much done it, yet I have NEVER found someone like Jimmy Mack! Truly

this man is one amazing and talented healer. He is incredibly gifted ... and giving with

his time and healing abilities. He really cares and goes the extra mile, to help you out,

pretty much No matter what! More than anything - Jimmy's healing sessions REALLY

honestly work! He is so fast and can change and improve sooo many different aspects

or your life - with pretty much the blink of an eye! You want to improve and change

your life for the better?, forever?, contact Jimmy!!! honestly....he's Amazing!” - C.F. / Los

Angeles

“Okay, so I was experiencing a bad headache / migraine that woke me up early this

morning. And finally decided to fish it up. And have to preface by saying that I was

going over your tackle box book when I got up, went to an empty room in the back of
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the office and fished it out. It was kinda almost immediate. I waited a couple of hours

before emailing you to see if it would come back and the answer is a big fat NO!

:-)))) Thanks for giving us this deceptively simple yet powerful technique.” - P. N. /

Baltimore

LIVE GROUP SPEAKING APPEARANCES

APRIL 16, 2014 – Rev. Michael Bernard

Beckwith invited Jimmy to work live with

a worldwide congregation of over 400

people attending the Agape International

Spiritual Center and thousands more

watching via livestream. He was there to

stir up the prosperity & wealth energy for

everyone.

APRIL 2016, JANUARY 2017, JANUARY 2018 and APRIL 2019 – LIVE PRESENTATIONS AT

THE DOWSER’S UNLIMITED GATHERING at The Villages, Fruitville, and Leesburg FL

JANUARY 2018 LIVE PRESENTATION AT UNITARIAN UNIVERSALISTS of Clearwater, FL
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http://www.michaelbernardbeckwith.com/
http://www.michaelbernardbeckwith.com/

